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Fabulous debut thriller!

By Relax and Read Reviews
Format: Kindle Edition

TOP 1000 REVIEWER

Ad feedback

on 7 July 2016

The stunning cover was the first thing that attracted me to this book. Whatever the story within, I think I
would have read this book blindly just because of its cover. The blurb was then tantalizing enough for
me to go ahead. I love the idea of mysteries involving some hidden box of secrets as we have in this
case.
"I did something terrible Grace. I hope you can forgive me."
The story revolves around two inseparable friends - Grace and Charlie. Some ten years earlier the two
friends buried a box filled with their memories, hopes and dreams in the woods, vowing to be the only
ones to reopen it together at some time in the future. However, we know that in the meantime Charlie
disappeared for six whole years, then something terrible happened to her and she died. Her last words
have haunted Grace ever since. Determined to find out what terrible thing Charlie did to require
Grace's forgiveness, Grace starts by finding and reopening the hidden box. Reading through a letter
written by Charlie, she discovers that one of her dreams was to find her father. Who was this man?
Could he answer some of Grace's questions? Grace decides to try and find him.
"Can you ever really know someone? Properly know someone?"
Soon after setting up a blog to find Charlie's father, Grace and her boyfriend Dan, receive a reply from
a young woman called Anna, claiming to be Charlie's half sister. Upon meeting her, Grace is sure this
woman is telling the truth and they immediately click and become friends. Grace invites Anna to live
with her and Dan till she finds a new job and a place to live. From then on, strange and awful things

Most Recent Customer Reviews
Loved it. Loved it

Grace has never recovered from Charlie's death. She,
Charlie & Dan (her boyfriend) had been friends since
Grace joined their primary school. Read more
Published 2 hours ago by Sara Rosenthal

The Sister

Review The Sister by Louise Jensen switches between
the past and the present. In the present we enter the
lives of Grace and Dan who are mourning the death of
their best friend... Read more
Published 2 hours ago by Sue Kitt

Stunning debut

Brilliantly plotted with many twists and turns. Even the
minor characters are complete and totally convincing,
description and sense of place leaps off the page at you
and you feel... Read more
Published 3 hours ago by Benjiboodleoo

Intense psychological thriller that's

creepy in the best possible way
This book is not one that instantaneously grabs you and
doesn’t let go. No, instead it slowly pulls you in until it

start happening to Grace. Is it just a coincidence that these things start happening now? Who is Anna?
Is she really who she says she is? Read more ›
Comment

3 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

Report abuse
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one corker of a physiological thriller which which ticked all the boxes for me

giving it an easy 5 stars
By shell baker on 7 July 2016
Format: Kindle Edition

I can't believe this is a debut novel Seriously this book is fantastic. I couldn't wait to get read this after
seeing such a brilliant cover reveal, Eye catching or what! The author’s unique style of writing totally
drew me in, I actually felt like I was in the story with such stunning descriptions.Even the tomato soup,I
was straight in the kitchen warming some up for myself, Talk about having an influence over me.that's
how draw in I was..
The story starts off very emotional and alternates in two parts, now and then. Where we meet Grace
who is grieving for her friend Charlie and hasn't been the same since, which is one of the effects grief
has you. After opening an old memory box of Charlie's. It soon becomes clear there was a lot she
didn't know about her best friend.Grace decides to go on a mission to find charlie's father, then we
meet Anna who claims to be charlie’s half sister, Making herself at home with Grace and Dan. But it
seems something isn't right with Dan what is he hiding?!
Having been sucked in right from the start and I devoured this in one sitting,it is totally
gripping.unfolding the mystery with each page I turned by 70% I was OMG I love this and really want
to know what's going to happen. The suspense was killing me and I was just itching to find out what
was going to happen with all these questions burning inside my head.
This is one corker of a physiological thriller which which ticked all the boxes for me giving it an easy 5
stars.
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One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No
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A stunning debut novel

By Neats on 7 July 2016
Format: Kindle Edition

As soon as I saw the cover for The Sister I knew I had to read it. Look at it, it's gorgeous right? Well
the story inside is just as fabulous!

has you right where it wants you. And then, BAM!
Read more
Published 5 hours ago by Amy

Great Debut !

I really loved the majority of this book , I felt the ending
was a little bit weaker than the rest of the book , the
suspense builds nicely and keeps you wondering if
Grace is... Read more
Published 5 hours ago by wend206

Great read!

Grace and Charlie became best friends when Grace
moved to a new school. In their teenage years they
were inseparable. Read more
Published 15 hours ago by Mrs. M. Macdonald

Fantastic book!

I was auto approved by Bookouture to read this book in
exchange for an honest review. The synopsis sounded
fantastic and I looked forward to popping my Louise
Jensen cherry. Read more
Published 15 hours ago by Teresa

A good psychological novel with a

mystery all the way through ...
Had me hooked from the start. A good psychological
novel with a mystery all the way through and a twist at
the end. Just what I like! Read more
Published 15 hours ago by Pauline

I really enjoyed this. It was one that I

just didn’t ...
I really enjoyed this. It was one that I just didn’t want to
put down. The two timelines were interwoven well and
although you have some ideas – the full picture is
slowly... Read more
Published 18 hours ago by Julie S

I absoloutely loved it! The book

Grace, Charlie and Dan have been friends since primary school but when Charlie unexpectedly dies
Grace finds herself haunted by her best friends last words "I did something terrible Grace. I hope you
can forgive me. . ." In a desperate bid to try and find out what Charlie did she goes back to the place
where the pair had buried a memory box years before. When she opens the box she finds a wish list
written by Charlie and one of the things on her list was to find her father, something her mum, Lexie,
was always reluctant to talk about. So Grace decides to track him down thinking that it might lead to
answers about the terrible thing Charlie felt she needed forgiveness for.

switches between the past and ...
Wow, this book had me riveted, and on the edge of my
seat near the end. I absoloutely loved it!

During a reconciliation with Lexie, Grace finally manages to get the story of how she and Charlie's dad
met, along with his name and the fact that he was in a band. Armed with this new information she
enlists the help of her long-term boyfriend Dan and they get to work on social media trying to find
anyone who has information about his whereabouts.

Search Customer Reviews

It's not long before someone contacts them claiming to be Charlie's half-sister. Grace jumps at the
chance to meet this mystery woman and they arrange to meet in a local cafe. Enter Anna. Desperate
to hold onto any links to Charlie, no matter how tenuous, Grace takes to Anna instantly and moves her
into the home she shares with Dan.
Soon after Anna moves in Grace's life starts to spiral out of control. Read more ›
Comment
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One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?
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No
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Gripping from start to finish!!

By karen mace on 7 July 2016
Format: Kindle Edition

A gripping and thrilling debut novel from an author who clearly has a very exciting future ahead if this
story is anything to go by! It was one of those books that you can't stop thinking about even when
you're not reading it!!
Grace falls apart when her BFF Charlie dies and this story is a clever combination of the Now and
Then so we get to see how they first meet, and how the death affects Grace and all those around her.
Her childhood wasn't a pleasant time and she ends up living with her grandparents to try and have a
normal childhood and she meets Charlie at school. They grow up together and are there for all those
childhood and teenage years and all the fun, and stresses, that they bring. They even bury a memory
box together and when Grace notices a pink envelope in there, Charlie refuses to let her open it then
and says it can wait for the future and they can open it together - Charlies' death pushes Grace to
opening it and she soon finds out that there was a lot about Charlie she didn't know. And what a
journey we go on finding out the secrets and deceptions!
There are a number of complex characters that we meet throughout this book and they all have their
good and bad points so you often find yourself changing your mind over who you feel sympathy for,

The book switches between the past and the present,
and the author does a... Read more
Published 19 hours ago by M. Driscoll
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and who not to trust! And this is the beauty of this ever evolving story as the more that is revealed, the
more the reader gets sucked in to the twists and turns and the tension never seems to drop for one
second!
And the pace picks up even more towards the end and you live every terrifying moment! Full of clever
plot lines that combine so well, it was an absolute treat, albeit a scary one, to read!! Highly
recommended!!
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